Technology Vocabulary Quiz
Choose from the teamwork, design, and technology vocabulary below to fill in the blanks.
approaches, assistants, contributed, cooperative, dramatic, encountered, focus,
generation, impact, individuals, innovations, projects, release, teams, vision
I’ve just been watching some very interesting videos from the TED website. They discuss how new
technologies are enabling ____________ efforts between groups of people on a much larger scale than
was possible before. _____________ can make contributions to these _____________ according to their
own talents and interests, and together can have a major _____________on the rate of social change,
by making information available to more people, for more uses, than ever before. Several of the
speakers spoke of their ____________of ____________of volunteers sharing data. They said the
_____________that has grown up with the Internet will find many more opportunities to develop new
applications that meet community needs.*
Thomas Edison and his____________ , like many others who have contributed important
_____________ to society, were flexible and willing to try many different _____________if they
_____________difficulties with the first method they tried.
Sputnik had a _____________impact on American education, as it _____________to American fears
that the Russians would win the “space race.” It changed the ______________ of education from the
humanities to math and science.
Choose the best answer
1. A team of government investigators asked to see all of a partnership’s internal documents for a sixmonth period. Which of these are internal documents?
A. a news release about the automatic door-locking device they just patented
B. A publication listing all their current products and prices
C. Emails between two of the partners discussing a colleague’s business proposal.
2. Which of these features of a product are not visible to a buyer?
A. The label
B. The relative proportions of length to width.
C. The internal components

* http://www.ted.com/playlists/13/open_source_open_world.html These are mostly 15-20 minute
presentations, & many have text or subtitles in several languages, to check your understanding.

Answers
approaches, assistants, contributed, cooperative, dramatic, encountered, focus,
generation, impact, individuals, innovations, projects, release, teams, vision
I’ve just been watching some very interesting videos from the TED website. They discuss how new
technologies are enabling cooperative efforts between groups of people on a much larger scale than
was possible before. Individuals can make contributions to these projects according to their own talents
and interests, and together can have a major impact on the rate of social change, by making information
available to more people, for more uses, than ever before. Several of the speakers spoke of their vision
of teams of volunteers sharing data. They said the generation that has grown up with the Internet will
find many more opportunities to develop new applications that meet community needs.*
Thomas Edison and his assistants, like many others who have contributed important innovations to
society, were flexible and willing to try many different approaches if they encountered difficulties with
the first method they tried.
Sputnik had a dramatic impact on American education, as it contributed to American fears that the
Russians would win the “space race.” It changed the focus of education from the humanities to math
and science.
1. A team of government investigators asked to see all of a partnership’s internal documents for a sixmonth period. Which of these are internal documents?
C. Emails between two of the partners discussing a colleague’s business proposal.
2. Which of these features of a product are not visible to a buyer?
C. The internal components
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